East Kilbride and Haremyres
Curling Club
COVID-19 - LIR Return to Curling Guidelines

Entering the building
➢ PHYSICAL DISTANCING (2m) MUST BE MAINTAINED (except in Skating
café, lounge and restaurant areas where it is 1m)

➢ Entry will be by front door of rink (Right Hand Side as approached)

➢ You will not be allowed entry until 10 minutes before session start
time

➢ There will be no access to the bar or restaurant prior to your game

➢ Face coverings MUST be worn at all times within the building EXCEPT
when on the ice and when seated in the lounge or restaurant

➢ You should arrive dressed in curling attire with only shoes to change

Changing your shoes
➢ A one way system is in place

➢ Please sanitise your hands before touching corridor door handles

➢ On entry, all players should make their way along the Curling
Changing Corridor to Ladies / Gents Changing Rooms where shoes
will be changed

➢ Ladies should turn left when they exit their changing room and
proceed through the Gents changing room to the Skaters’ Cafe

➢ Outdoor shoes, jackets, pads (brushes), rests should all be taken
to the Skating Café area where shoes and jacket can be left on a
chair

Moving towards the ice rink

Move straight to the changing room
Maintain 2m distancing
Avoid causing congestion

Ladies – remember to turn left
on exit from your changing room

Moving towards the ice rink –
shoe and jacket storage

Skating Cafe

Continue to the Skating Café via
the back staircase

Choose an unoccupied seat and leave your
outdoor shoes and jacket at the seat
Maintain 1m distancing as you move around

Entrance to the curling rink
➢ After placing outdoor clothing on seat progress to
the hall at the Skating Foyer.

➢ You will be notified of your sheet on the white board
➢ Pick up a sanitised pad (brush) if you need one
➢ Move straight to the lounge end of the rink and onto
the ice to avoid blocking passageways
(if the ice is not ready remain in the foyer and maintain 2m
distancing)

Skating Foyer

➢ Ladies handbags can be left on the coat and pad
hooks in the passageway at the end of the rink

Moving onto the ice pad
➢Players shouldn’t hang around at the
hack and there should be no handshakes
➢You should take up your respective
positions on the ice as per the markings
Note: the
standing
position
markings are
staggered to
ensure 2m
distancing

➢ Skips in the head
➢ Leads at the stones
➢ Sweeper from each team in position
➢ Unused player on a marked spot

➢This should help maintain 2m distancing
on the ice

Start of the match
➢Leads should wipe down their stones
using the sanitiser spray and wipes
provided
➢The Second from one rink should write
up the scorecard (please bring own pens)

➢Also complete the LIR registration form
with one player from each rink’s phone
number
➢The Second from the other rink should
put up the scores after each end
(sanitised number boards will be provided for each
match)

Start of the match
➢ There will only be one sweeper who will sweep from the
hog line at the playing end

➢ No sweeping is allowed behind the tee - skips or acting
skips should remain behind the hack (2m) when
opposition are playing and should not move forward to
sweep any stones
➢ When one player is delivering a stone, the next person to
play should stand to the side at the hack end
➢ Everyone else, except for the skips (or acting skips) and
the sweeper should stand on the markings at the edge of
the sheet
➢ The finishing bell will ring 1hour 50 minutes from the
starting bell

During the match
➢As each player is about to play their
first stones they should sanitise the
stones (sanitiser and wipes provided)
➢Players should mark up the drinks
order sheet which will be collected
30mins before the end of the match
➢You should select (initial/name on the form,
not a tick) your choice of food for after
the match in the restaurant
❖Morning – rolls/sandwiches/soup
❖Evening – selection of meals

End of the match –
Exit Ice Rink or go to Lounge/Restaurant
➢ At the end of the match there should be no
handshakes
➢ You should sanitise your hands and don your mask
before moving to the Skating Café to change your
shoes. (The main staircase door should not be used as an exit)

Exit from Curling rink to the
Skating Cafe

➢ Used pads (brushes) should be put in the bin at the
end of the rink (as per photo)
➢ You must collect all of your belongings and either
leave via the skating exit or make your way to the
lounge (usual rules regarding no equipment in the lounge will not apply)
➢ There should be no need to return to the Skating
Cafe area or Changing Room Corridor at a later stage

In the Lounge
➢There is no spectating allowed
(except when a parent/guardian requires to
supervise a child or vulnerable adult)

➢Seats and tables are set up for each
ice sheet and to enable 1m
distancing
➢Seats must not be moved
➢An LIR Register will be completed for
track and tracing

In the Lounge
➢Drinks, as per the pre-order will be on
the table marked for your sheet

➢Table service will be provided for any
other rounds of drink
➢A Card Payment system will be
available shortly after the start of
October
➢No one should approach the bar area or
move around to speak to others

In the Lounge
➢Players may return to the lounge after
dining in the restaurant

➢The lounge must be vacated 30min before
the finishing bell before the next session
ends to enable cleaning to be carried out
➢There will be no bar after the 8.10pm
match as per 10.00pm closing regulations

➢Exit from the lounge should be from the
Main Staircase and Front Door (RHS)

In the Restaurant
➢Access to the restaurant is via the
lounge area and face coverings must
be worn unless seated

➢Tables are set up for each ice sheet
and chairs set at 1m distance
➢Food ordered previously will be
delivered to the table

In the Restaurant
➢An LIR Register will be completed for
track and tracing
➢Once registered, please don’t move
between tables or move the chairs

➢Please follow the one way system and
exit the restaurant via the doors to the
squash corridor

In the Restaurant
➢Teas, coffees, cakes, and scones will
be served at the hatch
➢Please observe 2m distancing and
wear a mask when queuing
➢Payment can be made by cash or
card
➢Please don’t collect in the plates etc
as the restaurant staff must do this

Leaving the Lounge/Restaurant

➢To observe the one-way system, exit the
restaurant via the “squash” staircase and
out the front right hand side door
(as approached from inside)

EXIT DOOR
FROM
RESTAURANT
AND LOUNGE

Going Home Safely
Hopefully you can see that Lockhart and the ice rink staff (and the Directors) have worked exceedingly hard
and have done very well to provide a facility that is safe for all of us to use.
We all have a responsibility to act accordingly and follow the procedures that are in place. If the system
fails then that could ultimately lead to the closure of the ice rink, which many people rely on for their
living.
There may be further changes as guidelines evolve (new automatic fire doors will be installed in the next
few weeks that will enable the fire doors to be left open, closing automatically if the alarm sounds).
Please act safely and remind others who may have just have had a memory lapse and forgot to follow a
procedure e.g. donning the mask. That way we can hopefully all avoid taking home something that we
didn’t bring in…….what could that be? (and I don’t mean someone else’s brush)
Scottish Curling has produced a short video. You can watch it by clicking here

Scottish Curling
Scottish Curling - Return to Curling Video
Scottish Curling has produced a short video to talk members through what to
expect when they return to curling. Each rink is different so will adapt these
guidelines accordingly.
Link to Scottish Curling video:
https://scottishcurling.us2.listmanage.com/track/click?u=63dcb0605bc07065a5f174a81&id=1af001af5f&e=36b9163773

